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 Throughout the past semester, our group has read books, interpreted art and propaganda, 
and grappled with ideas from scholars on the topic of Asian American immigration and 
assimilation into the society of the United States. The zines that were created in response to these 
different forms of media discuss this process of immigration and inclusion as a slow, ongoing 
process that began with Chinese immigrants in the late 19th century. They also investigate this 
historical process through a lens of prejudice and racism in our country as a result of global 
geopolitical events, such as the Vietnam War or the Philippine War.  From these zines, we hope 
that you, as the reader, will have not only more context with which to understand these issues, 
but a familiarity with them so that, if you encounter this same form of prejudice in your life, you 
can educate others to stop its spread.    
 We, as a group, want our readers to, as a main takeaway, have a deeper understanding of 
the historical framework for Asian American immigration and the corresponding attitudes and 
obstacles that these people encountered upon immigrating into the US. From this understanding, 
we want the reader to recognize how it began, why it has persisted, and that it is still a problem 
within our communities. Even though, today, the Asian, as a stereotype, has become a “model 
minority,” there are many people who see these immigrants and citizens on the outskirts of 
mainstream society where they should be left. Through interacting with the information 
presented in our zines and by learning from it, our readers should have a level of understanding 
that makes them capable of combating these harmful ideas. 
 In the current geopolitical climate, the education of people on racism, prejudice, and 
exclusion of ethnic minority groups is more important than ever. In the wake of the BLM 
movement within the United States and the global pandemic, there is tension and anger coursing 
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through communities everywhere. Friends have turned against friends, groups within our country 
now stand against each other. Many people blame the Asian countries and their people for the 
start and spread of the novel coronavirus, COVID-19, and with this blame, they have also 
attached anger and also fear. Sadly, these ideas have reached and affected people as powerful as 
the President of the United States. Clearly, this is an issue worth investigating and correcting.  
We must now work harder than ever to overcome these hurdles, as a nation, and 
recognize our fellow Americans as such: our neighbors, our friends, and our family rather than as 
an “other” who we should fear and hold at an arm’s distance. We cannot stand idly by as racism 
has resurfaced in our cities and resulted in the targeting of people who are in the most need of 
help, as they have already been pushed to the margins and fringes of society. It is up to each of 
us to mend the break in sympathy and empathy and begin to include everyone equally. We hope, 
as a group, that the information presented within this portfolio will help give its reader a platform 
from which to educate themselves and others on how to accomplish this ever-important task of 










In her written piece "'The Chinese Must Go!': The Anti-Chinese Movement," Erika Lee discusses 
the prevalent racist movements plaguing the Chinese in the 19th and 20th centuries. She explains 
not only the legislative efforts made by the United States government and its citizens, but also, 
she explains why these feelings originated and why they remained for such a long period of time. 
 
Beginning in the 1850's, anti-Chinese sentiment began growing, and this culminated in a series 
of physical outlashes and scenarios that played out in the Western United States during the 
1870's. Incidents occurred along the western coast from Los Angeles up to Washington. On 
October 24, 1871, 500 citizens of the city lynched 17 Chinese citizens, and on November 3, 
1885, 500 armed men in the city of Tacoma, Washington forced 800 to 900 Chinese members of 
the town to leave. These are two key examples that are illustrative of the growing sentiment in 
the US at that time, and at the same time, legislative efforts reflected the ill-will of the people. In 
the 1860's, legislation that placed restrictions on the Chinese population was being set in motion. 
In 1862, the Coolie Trade Act banned Coolie labor, in 1875, the Page Act barred Chinese women 
suspected of prostitution and coolie laborers from entering the country. The biggest reform took 
place in 1882 on May 6 in the form of the Chinese Exclusion Act. This act prevented any 
immigration from China for a period of 10 years except in select scenarios like merchants, 
students, and teachers, to name a couple, and this act banned all Chinese from gaining 
naturalized citizenship. Following the Chinese Exclusion Act, the Scott Act was passed in 1888 
which extended the restrictions for another 10 years. On top of this, any already-naturalized 
Chinese in the country who left were not welcome to re-enter unless they had family or property 
in the states. The main goal of these acts was very clear: Chinese could enter the country, but 
they were not welcome to settle or join mainstream society. Following the Scott Act, the Geary 
Act was passed in 1892 accomplishing the same thing. These laws were renewed in 1902 and 
finally made permanent in 1904. A key example of how these acts were carried out in extreme 
detail is given by the horrors of Angel Island in the San Francisco Bay. 
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